Here is a quick review and some info on the newest releases from the Brands of Brunswick.
Since we can’t hit the lanes as yet, I am going off technical data and feedback from areas that
have been re-opened. Please feel free to contact me with any questions at
www.info@filltheframes.com or (310) 784-1901.
C300 Dynamic Swing (WWRD 10/15/2020)
A familiar name has returned to the Columbia300 line with upgrades! The C300 Dynamic
Swing is using the same hybrid cover as a previous high performance ball (C300 Baller)
at the same surface prep: 500, 2000 Siaair. This allows the ball to perform well on
medium to heavy volumes. As an addition of a medium asymmetrical to the new C300
line, the Dynamic Swing would fit in between the Authority series. It will have a sharper
breakpoint shape than the Authority Pearl due to the core numbers and cover
combination. Of course, the surface can be adjusted. Going either one level up or down
would work and keep the Dynamic Swing from fighting what it is designed for. In the 12-13 lb balls, the core
has been adjusted which raises the RG, slightly lowers the diff and bumps up the Asymmetry. This will help
bowlers who need the lighter weights, have lost a little speed but need help when their usual equipment skids
too much. The colors are Black/Caramel/White. www.columbia300.com
#BowlsTheWorldOver

DV8 Intimidator Pearl (WWRD 10/15/2020)
The DV8 Intimidator Pearl follows the earlier Intimidator Solid release. When transition hits
and you need a strong pearl cover, switch and you’ll get an aggressive and continuous
motion on medium to heavy volumes. With the combination of the Inciter Max Pearl cover
(500, 1000 Siaair w/Crown Factory Compound) and great core numbers, it will fit nicely in
a tournament bowler’s bag. The DV8 Intimidator Pearl features both Dynamicore and
D.O.T. for hitting power and drilling versatility. The color scheme is an eye catching
Purple/White/Ocean. The 12 & 13lbs have a slightly adjusted core to maintain the ball’s
intended use. www.dv8bowling.com #TonightWeBowl

Ebonite Omni Hybrid (WWRD 10/15/2020)
In February, Ebonite introduced the Omni. Due to the restrictions, it might have been
overlooked by a good number of bowlers. The performance is great and it’s available at a
lower price point than Ebonite’s Pro performance line. The new Omni comes with the GSV
2.0 Hybrid cover stock. This beauty in the colors of Teal/Purple/Blue will draw attention for
its looks and striking power. If your solids are too much, the ball change to the Omni
Hybrid would be a great choice. The Omni core design allows an aggressive but
predictable ball motion. The cover prep is 500, 1000 with Crown Factory Compound on
top. There is a core adjustment in the 12-13 lb. range, but it is really close to its heavier
counterparts. www.ebonite.com
#BowlToWin

Radical Pandemonium (WWRD 10/15/2020)
Radical Bowling adds a new nameplate to the Reliable line with the introduction of the
Pandemonium. Radical has been on the forefront of core designs and the Pandemonium is
designed to adjust to the no extra hole rule. The cover is the Forged+ Pearl which was used
previously on the Katana Legend. This time it’s combined with a symmetrical core with a
med-high diff (RG 2.48 Diff .053 @ 15lbs.). The core is adjusted to a very popular .040 diff
in the 12 and 13lb equipment. If you’re bowling on a medium or lighter pattern, the
Pandemonium will give you length with a great motion down lane at a budget friendly price
point. The color scheme is a unique Red/Turquoise/Purple.

Radical Results Solid (WWRD 10/15/2020)
About 10 days before the shutdown, Radical showcased a new pearl at ball demos. It was
probably the most talked about release at those events. Using a new core design along
with a new pearl formulation-TP1 (Textured Pearl 1), a new motion was seen for mediumheavy volumes. Do not sleep on the Results! That being said, Radical’s follow-up is the
Results Solid. Definitely made for heavy volumes, a textured solid (TS1) and Results core
will cut through conditioner to allow you to score with big hook and continuation. Oh!
Dynamicore is also included for more hitting power. The Results Solid’s colors are a
Red/Blue combo and it is available in 14-16 lbs.

www.radicalbowling.com

#ThatsRadical

